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the rebellion has spread
throughout italy. the romans and

spartacus and his followers
remain far from rome. the roman
senate is now no longer able to
support the war effort. crassus

decides to lead the armies
himself. spartacus fights in the
arena for the entertainment of

the crowds. but the great general
takes revenge on the enemies of

his family and plots to destroy
the slave revolt. finally, the

rebels and spartacus and the
romans meet in battle. more

than ten years after the fall of
the republic, spartacus has

become a gladiator in the roman
arena. when crixus, the gladiator
who betrayed spartacus, dies in
the arena, he inspires spartacus
to return to the gladiator camps

and lead a rebellion. as spartacus
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takes on the roman army, he
discovers he is now the most

hunted man in the world.
spartacus enlists the aid of his
former enemy, marcus crassus,
to defeat the romans once and
for all. but crassus is now the
leader of the greatest army in

the world, and he won't rest until
he has spartacus dead. download

spartacus season 1-4
(2010-2013) 720p (english) of
each episode 500mb and it is

available in 720p. it is a tv series.
every season has 13 episodes.

there are total four season.
season and episode wise link
below. this series is based on

action, adventure &
biography.this is not dubbed in
hindi. spartacus assembles a

formidable army. the desperate
powers of rome are forced to

turn to marcus crassus to aid in
the campaign against the

rebellion. spartacus considers
striking a deal with a band of

marauders to ensure his people
stay supplied and fed. crassus
son tiberius makes a bold and
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fateful decision. the infiltration of
a roman spy causes tension to

mount amongst the rebels.
crassus resurrects an abandoned

form of roman punishment to
teach his soldiers a brutal lesson.

pinned in on a snowbound,
impassable ridge, spartacus and
crixus fight over the method of

escape. crassus discovers it
increasingly difficult to control
the actions of those closest to

him.
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onadventure,action,biography.
the wholeseries is not available

inhindi dubbed. this is one of the
best series to watch from now on
based on action. spartacus: blood
and sand season 5 not coming.
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episodes moviesnation.lol the
climactic battle between

spartacus and crassus begins.
spartacus leads his people to
victory and promises them

freedom. sura does not wait for
the rebels to leave but instead

takes her son away, leaving
spartacus without an heir.

crassus is left to contemplate the
fate of spartacus and his army.
spartacus finds himself in the
fast lane. after the demise of

marcus crassus and the
punishment of his son he is
brought to stand trial and
condemned to death for

rebellion. a gladiator named
batiatus is allowed to choose

another man to replace
spartacus. after years of fierce

battle, the outcome of the war is
decided. the end of the war is
now in sight. not only do the

slaves have a reprieve but their
lives are being given a second

chance. sura returns to spartacus
with their son. however, sura is

not the mother the gladiator
remembers. she is now an adult
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woman and has a new, and very
public, name. crassus is enjoying
his new life of luxury. he is now
married to fulvia, the wealthy

owner of a large estate and the
mother of his daughter. but the
consequences of the war are not

over for the old warhorses of
rome. the peace is uneasy and

uneasy peace breeds discontent.
many of the slave army begin to

mutiny. a barbarian leader
named batiatus sends a message
to spartacus asking him to return
to the gladiator camp. spartacus
is forced to realize that the fight

for freedom is far from over.
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